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THE PrtOBlEM OF THE 'JfttEOHY OF 'BHSHMAL STRNiSSES

iV.liowacki /Warsaw/

Introduction

In She recent 15 years v/e have witnessed a tremendous deve-

lopment of the theory of thermal stresses. This development

results from the need of engineering and is mainly stimula-

ted by the technical progress in the field of aviation, ma-

chines and chemical engineering, above all nuclear.

The subject of the investigations consisted mainly in statio-

nary and quasi-static problems, less attention was devoted

to the dynamic problems. Presently the linear theory of

thermal stresses is a fully developed field. Methods of so-

lution of the differential equations have been worked out,

various general theorems have been proved and numerous par-

ticular problems have been solved, resulting in the progress

in practical applications.

The most important problems now are the problems of thermo-

elasticity, concerning the coupling between the fields of

deformation and temperature. This topic is of a considerable

theoretical interest, since it concerns a synthesis of the

theory of elasticity and the theory of thermal conduction.

Nevertheless, certain topics in the thjory of thermal stresses

3till require a certain development; the progress here is

both necessary and possible. We mention here the problem of
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the theory of thermal stresses in aniaotropic and homoge -

neous bodies.

The problem of the thermal stresses in anisotropic bodies

acquires a serious practical aspect in view of a wide appli-

oation of materials possessing anisotropic structure in ma-

ohine building and aircraft structures.

The necessity of investigating, the thermal stresses in in-

homogeneous bodies follows from the application of high tem-

peratures in the machine building. The inhomotso-peit,/ is here

produced by the temperature field. The material oooi't'ioionts

become functions of the temperature and therefore in the case

of a stationary flow, functions of position.

In this paper we shall briefly outline the fundamental rela-

tions and equations of the theory of thermal stresses froia

various points of view, we shall present the basic achieve-

ments and wherever possible indioate the main trends in the

investigations.

We confine our considerations to the linear theory of ther-

mal stresses; the geometric or physical nonlinearity will

not be dealt with here.

1. The fundamental relations and equations of the theory of

thermal stresses

Assume that a homogeneous and isotropic body in its undoformod

and free of stress ntato /no external i'crcou are present/ is

at a constant temperature T^ . This initial ofcato ic called

the natural state of the body. O.vinr; to feho action of u
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nal loadings, i.e. the body and surface forces, and heat

sources in the interior of the body, and owing to heating

of the surface of the body, the latter undergoes a deforma-

tion. There arise in the body the displacements u and the

temperature changes by Q*T-T O . The deformation of the

body is accompanied by the strain £.. and the stress <̂ , .

The above mentioned quantities are functions of position

and time.

We assume that the change of temperature accompanying the

deformation, Q = T-T O , is small and that the increase of

the temperature does not result in any changes of the mate-

rial coefficients, both elastio and thermal. Furthermore , .

W4 assuma that the deformations are small, thus confining

ourselves to the geometrically linear thermoelasticity. The

relation between the deformations and displacements is ex -

pressed by the linear formulae

It is known that the deformations cannot be arbitrary, but

must satisfy the six relations

The constitutive relations, i.e. the relations between the

state of stress, state of strain and temperature, are deduced

from thermodynamioal considerations, baking into account the

principle of conservation of energy and the entropy balance
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Here \A is the internal energy, 5 is the entropy, X-t the

components of the body forces, b. -£ n. ; the components of

the stress vector, Q. the components of the vector of heat

flux, v\. the components of the normal to the surface A

Further, y, g * and the quantity 0 represents the source

of entropy, a quantity always positive in a thernodynamically

irreversible process.

The terms in the left-hand side of Bq. /1,3/ represent the

rate of increase of the internal and kinetic energies. The

first term of the right-hand side is the rate of increase of

the work of the body forces, and the second the rate of

increase of the work of the surface tractions. Finally the

last term of the right-hand side of Bq. /I.3/ is the energy

acquired by the body by means of the thermal conduction. The

left-hand side of Bq. /I.K/ is the rate of increase of the

entropy. The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. /l.V

represents the exchange of entropy with the surroundings and

the seaond term, the nate of production of the entropy due

to the heat conduction.

Making use of the equations of motion

S.. . tX. » OU. it*^3.,& /1.5/

and using the divergence theorem to transform the integrals

we arrive at the local relations
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\l - Sj; £.. - C ^ S - W> ^ + T » ~ /u6/

Introducing the Helmholtz free energy F*U"ST and eliminating

the quantity Q . . from Bqs /1.6/ we obtain

A.7/

Sinoe the free energy is a function of the independent

variables e.. T we have

p . 2 L t.vJ^-T. /i.a/

Assuming that the functions 8, ft,., C>" do not explicitly de-

pend on the time derivatives of the functions £.. and T we

obtain comparing /1.7/ and /I.8/

The postulate of the thermodynamics of irreversiDle processes

will be satisfied if © > 0 , i.e.when --jLiTV 0 t > 0 . This

condition is satisfied by the Fourier law of heat conduction

or

For a homogeneous and isotropic body Eq. A .10/ takes the

form

A. 11/

Finally, it follows from Eqs /1.6/2 and /1.9A that

1 ft A . 12/
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Here V is the coefficient of heat conduction.

The first two relations /I.9/ imply the constitutive relation.

Expanding the free energy FCt- _T) into the Taylor series in

the vioinity of the natural state £̂., *G,TaQ) and neglecting

terms higher than the second we obtain

The free energy is a scalar and consequently each term of the

right-hand side should be a scalar. Prom the components of

the tensor t-h- we oan construot two independent invariants

of second order, namely £,. £,. and £., 6 . The third term of

the right-hand side contains the invariant £.,•. This follows

from the fact that the tensor £,. has only one invariant of
•J

first order, namely £.. . Making use of the relations /1.9/

we have

^ ( X e ) 5 ; j /I.IV

Here K , X are the Lame constants measured in the isothermal

process. Further, Tf*(^ + ̂ J^where «C. is the linear ooe-

fficient of thermal expansion. The quantity wv* is determined

by means of the condition that olU is a total differential t

tt where C is the specific heat at constant defor -
'a

mation.

Relations /I.14/ are called the Duhamel-Neumann relations.

Introducing them into the equations of motion /I.5/ and eli-

minating the deformation Ev- by means of /l.l/ we arrive at

Che system of the displacement equations
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ju. VV- •"U+yw.y^LL-^X.'Qu-wQ- j, a

In this system of three equations we have four untaaown

•functions: the three components of the displacement; veotor

u and the temperature Q . Eqs /I.16/ should be completed

by the heat conduction equation. This is derived by comparing

the expressions

S'yL^e A-17/

The second of the above equations follows from /I.15/.

Assuming that l-=r|̂ \4. and comparing /1.17A and /1,17A>
•a

we obtain after a linearization

taking into account the action o£ heat sources of Intensity

VJ per unit time and volume we arrive at the non-homogeneous

equation

33q. /1.19/ is the generalized equation of heat conduction.

Eqs /I.16/ and /I.19/ are ooupled and constitute the system

of equations of the coupled thermoelasticity. This system of

equations is most aomplicated and its solution enoounters

diffioiulties of mathematical nature. However, it turns out

that the term «j £•• t very little influences the distribution

of stresses and temperature. The disregarding of this term

constitutes the basis of a simplified theory, the theory of
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jhenaal stresses. Neglecting the tern >J£^k wo obtain the

independent systems of equations

JU V V . T (A *yu) VL^ ^̂  si q u,, + Y •& /1.20/

Eq. /I.21/ is the classical heat conduction equation.

Taking into account the prescribed boundary and initial con-

ditions we determine by means of ifiq. /I.21/ the temperature

G (.*,£} and this known function is then introduced into the

system of the displacement equations /I.20/. In the case of

a stationary temperature field the displacement and the treir-

perature become independent of tim9. The corresponding system

of equations has 1?he form

In the following considerations we shall deal only with the

simplified theory, i.e. the linear theory of thermal stresses

described by the system of equations /I.21/, /I.20/ for the

non-stationary state, and the system /I.22/ for the statio-

nary case.

2. General theorems of the theory of thermal stresses

The important role of the variational theorems in the theory

of elasticity is well known. They make it possible to derive

the differential equations for complex systems /e.g.bending

of plates and shells/ together with the appropriate "natural"

boundary conditions, and, moreover, to oonstruct approximate

solutions.
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'J?hus, the principle of virtual work for the variation of

the displacement

V A M J

for tho linear Duhaiael-Neumann relations, i.e. for the prob

lems of the theory of thermal stresses, takes the form

( q ) j ^ e y J fcVdL V / 2 . 2 /

Here H K k O
Eq,. /2.2/ may be written as follows

v A

Comparing this expression with the virtual work performed by

the forces X, , ». on the displacements ou,; in the body of

the same shape and volume and assuming that the process is

isothermal we have (Q -0)

V A

We have assumed here that the external foroes X^ , *>» are

ahosen in such a way that tho displacement field V»̂  is iden-

tical with that produoed "by the aotion of the foroes X. b;

and the temperature field 0 . Comparing Bqs /2.V and

/2.4/ we obtain

XNVjO,. X4V-. K'^ +^T 9 X€A /2'5/
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This is the so-called analogy of body forces C 5 J • Rela-

tions /2.5/ make it possible to reduce the problem of the

theory of thermal stresses to the problems of the theory

of elasticity.

Making use of the analogy of the body forces we are in a

position to state some variational theorems for the theory

of thermal stresses. Thus, the theorem, of minimum of poten-

tial energy generalized to the theory of thermal stresses

has the form

cHT * 0 , -3T* M.n /2.6/

where

5$
A* V

Here fKg is the part of the surface A bounding the body,

on which the tractions iv are known.

The theorem of minimum of the complementary work in the

theory of thermal stresses has the form

sr*o r-Mlrt. /2.7
where

Here
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A denotes the part of the surface A on which the displa-

cements are prescribed*

Let us now return to tl*e variational principle /2.3A If we

assume that the virtual increments PU.. .Cd. are identical with

the real increments occuring in passing from the instant t

to the instant t + dt and bearing in mind that £u.*U..dt)

St.-t dt, 5H*VUt we have

Here K«|-Jtf.D". dV is the kinetic energy. Eq. /2.8/ consti-

tutes the fundamental energy theorem of the theory of ther-

mal stresses. From this theorem we can deduce the unique-

ness of the solution of the differential equations of the

theory of thermal stresses for a simply connected body ,

and moreover, the generalization of the Kirchhoff theorem

of the elasticity theory. Z~6 J

The principle of virtual work /2.2/ makes it possible to de-

rive the Hamilton principle for the theory of thermal

stresses

j /2.9/
{ ' n

where

In the case of conservative foroes Sk*-&\=—?z— Su. •
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=0

One of the most interesting theorems of the theory of ela-

sticity is the reciprocity theorem. This theorem implies not

only the symmetry of the fundamental solutions /the Green

functions/ but it makes it possible to deduce methods of so-

lution of the differential equations of the theory of ther-

mal stresses. The Duhamel-Neumann relations yield the iden-

tity

Integrating over the volume of the body the expressions

/2.11/ containing the stress and strain belonging to two

different systems of causes and results, after simple trans~

formations, using the equations of motion, we obtain

fl_
>.12/

Eq. /2.12/ was first given by W.M.Maysel f 1 J .

Let us consider a particular case of this theorem. Consider

a bounded body fixed on the surface A and free of tractions

on the surface Ag. ; A=AH
f A,. • 3?he displacement U.is)

due to the heating of the body is obtained from the formula

following from the theorem /2.12/
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1 • tkVHere U^U. (*,v.ic the f ield of displacetaent occuring in a
J -• ,

body of the same shape and the same boundary conditions,

in the isothermal process to - 0 . The displacements U.

are due to the action of a concentrated force located at

the point £, and directed parallelly to the /., -axis .

Formula /2.1V given by '.V.M.Maysel constitutes a method of

solution of the equations of the theory of thermal stresses

by means of the Green function. This method was applied by

Maysel to the solution of a number of examples concerning

thermal stresses in plates and shells. In these oases the

determination of the Green function for various shapes and

boundary conditions does not encounter any serious difficul-

ties.

The reciprocity theorem can be generalized to the dynamic

theory of thermal stresses. It has here the form

J
n

t

to the formula for the displacements

Jdt j tf
n «

t

\ix \

A procedure analogous to that in the stationary case leads

la for the displ

t a j j
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Formula /2.15/ concerns a heated body, fixed on A H and free

of tractions on A* • The displacement "•. \*\X' refers to

the action of a concentrated instantaneous force applied at

the point £ and acting along the Xk-axis. This displace-

ment occurs in a body fixed on A u and free of tractions on

Aff, in the isothermal process state, Q * 0 .

A variant of the reciprocity theorem /2.1V is the following

theorem given by W.M.Maysel f8ji

Here the quantities without primes refer to the dynamic prob-

lem while the primed concern the static oase.

The formula analogous to /2.15/ takes the form

/2tl7/
v

J uf"
It concerns a heated body, fixed on A w , free of stresses

on A g . The displacement U. ̂ >(,y is that due to the action

of a static concentrated foroe at the point £ , acting in

the direction X^ in the body in the isothermal process

/the Green function/.

The reciprocity theorem /2.14-/ constitutes the basis of the

method of W.Nowacfci C 9 J of solving problems with mixed

boundary conditions by means of the Green function satis -
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fying homogeneous boundary conditions.

The reciprocity theorem /2.12/ implies an interesting result

concerning the change of volume of a body. The increment of

the volume of a simply connected body, heated and free of

tractions on its surface A is given by the formula /~10 J

•v

The formula /2.18/ yields the statement that the mean

values of the stress invariant vanish (. 11 J :

3« Methods of solving differential equations of the theory

of thermal stresses. Stationary and quasi-statio problems

Consider the system of displacement equations of the theory

of thermal stresses

The temperature 9 appearing in these equations is a known

function, obtained by solving the heat conduction equation

in the case of a stationary flow of heat

completed by the appropriate boundary oondition.

Assume that the boundary conditions for Eqs /3«V are homo-

seneous.



Set

The solution of the eyateu / ; ' . l / coil bo roproooniiad in bhe

form

ML. - U.' + u" //J.-V
k I. I

where U,̂  is the particular solution of the non-homogoneous
•I

systen of equations /3.1/ and U^ is the general solution

of the homogeneous system /3.1/. The partioular solution

can easily oe round by introducing brie poteni-ial of bhermo-

elascic deformation ^ related to the diaplaoeuient U. by-

means of f 12 J C13 J

\K\ - • . /3.V

substituting /3.4/ and /J.5/ into the system of equations

/p.l/ we are led to the system of equations

/3.6/

^^rV:1 +• u ̂  u j^ -- o /3.7/

The problem has been reduced to the solution of the Poisson

equation and the system of the displacement equations of

the theory of elasticity.

In an infinite elastic space the solution of the Poisson

equation /3.G/ is the x'inal aolubion
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Here "R(*>^is the distance between the points (>O and {ty

The displacements, deformations and stresses are expressed

in terms of the function $ by the relations

-S •• 4> . ^ /3-9/

In a bounded body the function £ can satisfy at most a

part of the conditions and therefore always an additional

solution is necessaiv- She solution of Eqs /5»1/ for &

bounded body can be represented in various forms. If we

apply to the solution of £qs /ji.7/ the Papkovitoh-Neuber

functions, the displacement V»- is assumed in the form

ti= <KJWI

where the functions <J , y. satisfy the harmonic equation

and the function 41 Eq. /3»6/

If we introduce the Galerkin functions, then

where the function ^ satisfies Eq./J.6/ and the func -

tions V the biharmonic equations

V^V^-^O i .^ l . i 73.12/

In problems possessing axial symmetry with respect to the

t -axis it is convenient to use the Love functions. In uhe

system of cylindrical coordinates vr,v,t) we expi'ess tiie

displacement as follows:
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here the function 4> satisfies Eq. /?.6/ end the Love

function the biharmonic equation

VlV*XU,O«0 /3.1V

Io determine the thermal stresses in bodies of simple shape

/elastic space, semi-space, elastic layer, etc./ the method

of integral transforms has been successfully applied, to

Eqs /iJ.l/ C^l /T15 7.

One more method of solving problems of the theory of ther-

mal stresses is worth mentioning here. It consists in the

determination of the Green function as the solution of the

equation

Here 5"(x-̂ ) is the Dirac delta function. The solution <$>*

of Sq. /3.15/ does not satisfy all boundary conditions and

therefore, in the case of a bounded body an additional so-

lution u. - U(*,$Hs needed, which satisfies the system of

homogeneous equations

uV*U. t U + A O U, ,. =0 /3.16/

Knowing the function U^x.^) we are in a position to deter-

mine the displacements u. 00 produced by the action of the

temperature field 0W*. They ai>e determined from the for-

mula
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This procedure is of a considerable importance in the case

of a discontinous temperature field, when the function 9

does not satisfy the heat conduction equation. The discon-

tinuous temperature fields are encountered in certain speci-

fic cases, for instance when a part of the body is heated

to a constant temperature o and a part to the bemperature

» • The discontinuous temperature field is also obtained

in the case of a body with different thermal properties and

uniform elastic properties, heated to a constant tempora-
ry

ture v?n

The functions 4 ,U. have been determined for bodies of

simple shapes, such as elastic semi-spaoe, sphere, infinite

cylinder, layer, etc. f 17 J , £l9J.

Another method of the determination of the thermal stresses

consists in making use of the Beltrami-Miohell equations ,

in which in accordance with the body forces analogy the body

forces are replaced by the quantity-r8^ . Thus, we obtain

the system of equations

'•• • /3.13/

Except for certain few oases /f 20 7 i fZlJ these equations

for spatial problems have not been widely applied.
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On the other hand the above method has successfully been

used in two-dimensional problems, in the problems of the

plane state of stress and strain. Introducing the Airy

stress function related to the stresses by means of the

expressions

we obtain after the elimination of the temperature, the

equation

/ 3. 2 0 /

where for the plane state of stress (i* G«t.t , while for
E*ct

the plane state of strain P>3 • _• • •— . Eq. /3.20/ should

be completed by the boundary conditions for the boundary

free of tractions

It follows from Eq.. /3.20/ and the boundary conditions

/3.21/ that for a sinply connected region and the plane

state of stress we have Fi 0 , i.e. the body deforms

without stresses. In the plane state of strain, besides

the stresses Gt. given by the formulae /3.19/ there

appear the stresses '

6 n - V V/F-tyuw8 Z3.22/

Consequently, if there are no heat sources in a simply

connected infinite cylinder /plane state of strain/, then
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F » 0 and the only non-vanishing stress is £>rt * ~ *^*
 m °

/Muskelishvili Z~22_7/. In the case of presence of heat

sources and a multiply oonneoted body the solution of Bq.

/3.2O/ can be deduced by using the complex variable functions

/Muskhelishvili Z~23-7 , Gatewood fZ^J /. There is an inte-

resting observation by Dubas Z"25 J and Tremmel /~26 J ,

concerning the analogy between Eq. /3.20/ and the equation

of dafleotion of a thin plate fixed on the boundary. It ia

known that this deflection is described by the equation

and the boundary conditions

W0 0 /3.2V

This "plate analogy" makes it possible to make use of the -

numerous solutions in the theory of plates to determine the

thermal stresses in disos.

Every non-stationary problem of the theory of thermel stre-

sses is a dynamic problem, but in the case of a slow varia-

tion of the temperature in time the influence of the inertia

foroes is negligible and the problem may be regarded as

quasi-static, disregarding the inertia terms in the equations

of motion. Thus, in the quasi-static case we are faced with

the system of equations

ukiWi -- y 0,; /5.2V
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From Bq. /3»26/ completed by the appropriate boundary and

initial conditions we find the temperature u as a function

of the variables *,t and as a known function it is introdu-

ced :lnto Bq. /3«25/. The solution of /3.25/ yields the displa-

cements U' (*,t} , the time however which appears in the dis-

placements is regarded as a parameter. The method of solving

Bqs /3.25/ is the same as for the stationary case. The func-

tion <t>(.x,t) , however, oan be determined in a different way,

found by J.N.Goodier

o

here ^ is a harmonic function and <ty - <p{<>d) is the dis-

placement potential corresponding to the initial temperature

G x 6(^.0). The function \ should satisfy the equation

The stationary and quasi-static problems of the theory of

thermal stresses have already been treated in numerous

scientific papers. Important methods of solutions and impor-

tant papers have been dealt with in some monographs, suoh

as B.Melan and H.Farkus "WKrmespannungen infolge stationilrer

Temperaturfelder" /1953/, H.Parkusi "InstationSlre W&rme -

spannungen" /1959/, B.A.Boley and J.H.Weiner "Theory of

thermal stoesses" A96O/, W.Nowacki "Thermoelasticity"/1962/;

therefore we shall not deal here with particular problems.
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»» The draaaio problem of the theory of thermal stresses.

In numerous important engineering problems we encounter a

sudden heating of the surface of the body or a sudden action

of the heat sources. In these cases it is inadmissible to

neglect the influence of the inertia terms. Here we are

faced with the system of hyperbolic equations

She temperature 9 is a known function, obtained by solving

the heat conduction equation

Decomposing the displacement veotor into Its potential and

solenoidal parts

we arrive at the system of wave equations

We have introduced here the notations

Eliminating the temperature from Bqs /4.2/ and /4.4/n we

obtain

A. 5/
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vvhejre D * 7 " ̂ r ̂*

The first equation refers to the longitudinal wave while the

second to the transverse wave. It is evident that in an in-

finite space under the action of temperature /heat sources/,

only longitudinal waves arise. In a finite region both

types of waves occur, for the functions ^ and i/> sere

csonnected by means of the boundary conditions.

There exist also other methods of solving the system of

equations /4.1/. Representing the solution of Eqs /4.1/ in

the form

where

we have to solve the system of equations

Here U, * 9^ is the particular solution of the non-homoge-

neous system of equations /-Kl/ and Cf is the solution

of the homogeneous system

C u /
The vector ^ is the familiar function of M.laoovache

Consider now the longitudinal thermoelastio wave produced

in an infinite body. Zo this end einvisage the homogeneous
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equation A.5/j_ which in the new variables X- — t £.i C< X

takes the form

Consider first the motion harmonic in time

Taking into account A . 11/, Eq. A . 10/ takes the form

(V**/1) i^+i )() $*(£) =0 A* 12/

The solution of this equation depending only on the radius

a aonneoting the points % and 'vj , and satisfying

the radation conditions /Sommerfeld conditions/, has the

form

A. 13/

This solution consists of two terms, the first of the na-

ture of an elastic wave' /undamped and propagated with a

constant velocity/ and the second of the diffusion nature.

The second type of wave motion undergoes a dispersion /it

is propagated with a velocity V i'nw and undergoes a

damping expressed by the term Z

In the case of action of a concentrated heat source
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wo obtain for the function 4' the expression

•" iX^**'); [^^^y-^xl^)- A.w

Here, too, the above mentioned types of waves are evident,

i.e. the elastic wave and the thermal cliffuaional one.

In the case of an aperiodic motion the solution of Eq.

/4.10/ depending only on the radius 0 takes the form

In the particular case of a concentrated and instantaneous

heat source

Q(x,t) *QO£CR) S(t)

we obtain for the function $ the eacpresaion

where

and

0 for -c < Q

" for t y ̂
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Here as well we encounter the two above mentioned types of

waves.

It is also possible to determine the thermal stresses on the

basis of the differential equations in stresses. They can

be deduced by means of the compatibility equations or by

means of an appropriate transformation of the displacement

equations /"2O_7.

Here we have the system of equations

which should be oompleted by the boundary and initial con-

ditions.0

As in the case of stationary problems we can use the conoept.

of the nucleus of thermoelastia strain in order to determine

the dynamic thermal stresses. By this concept we understand

the displacement field /U;C*i%itr; produced by the tempera-

ture Q* in the form of the Dirac delta function 0**o"(*-1)£lt

Denoting by I.S (*.s. t J the solution of this problem, the

solution [S(*»t̂ ] referring to the temperature field Q(.*,t)

is given by the formula

t
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This method of solution is psrtioularly convenient when

the temperature field is discontinuous both as a function

of position and time, so that is does not satisfy the heat

conduction equation /4.2/. J.Ignaczak and W.Pieohooki /28 /

[29 J obtained by means of this method many interesting

results.

There is an extensive literature concerning thy dynamic

problems of the theory of thermal stresses. So far numerous

one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems have been sol-

ved. The first solutions here given by V.X.Oanilovskaya

dates 1950 /~3O_7 , Z*31 J . They concern the propagation

of thermoelastic waves in an elastic semi-space, due to a

sudden heating of the bounding surface. Here, too, we find

the two types of waves, elastic and diffuslonal. On the

front of the elastic wave there ocours a jump of stress

/change of sign/. The problem of propagation of a spherical

wave in an infinite space wao discussed by W.Nowaoki /~j52 7.
while the cylindrical wave was dealt with by H.Parkus / 33/.
A practically important oase of a sudden heating of the

boundary of a spherical cavity in an Infinite elastio space

was investigated by E.Sternberg and J.C.Chakravarty /"34.7 .

J.Ignaozak examined the action of a concentrated instanta -

neous heat source in an infinite elastio space with a

spherical cavity / 35.7 • A concentration of stresses around

a spherioal and cylindrical cavities was dealt with by

J.%naczak and W.Nowacki /~36_7 . The problem of heat sour-

ces moving with a constant velocity in an infinite elastic
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spaco was the subject of the paper by i.l.Z6rawski f 37 J .

Finally we mention the paper of B.A.Boley and A.D.Barbar '

concerning the vibrations of a thin plate, produced by a

sudden heating or cooling /*38_7 .

5. Thermal Stresses in Anlsotropic Bodies

The theory of thermal stresses in homogeneous isotropio

bodies has been treated in detail in the scientific lite-

rature, problems of thermal stresses in anisotropic bodies,

however, have received very little attention. This fact is

due not only to the mathematical difficulties of the problem,

but also to the lack of wide practical applications. More

and more frequently, however, engineering structures con-

tain materials of macroeooploally anisotropio structure

/plates, discs, shells, thick-walled pipes, etc./ the pro-

perties of which /both elastic and thermal/ are different in

different directions.

Here we shall give only a review of problems solved so far,

and certain general relations; the reader Interested in

details will find thorn in the oited papers.

The equation of heat conduction, in a body of general reoti-

linear anisotropy haa the for* /we disregard the coupling

of the deformation and temperature fields/
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where ~k.. a X. are the coefficients of heat conduction,
•a j'

The stress-strain-temperature relations which consitute a

generalization of the Hooke-Duhamel law are £ W J

V a 9 « V V ' t.j»M,» /5.2/
The number of eighty one elastic compliance constants ie

reduoed by certain symmetry properties

so that the final number is 36. These coefficients, however,

do not determine directly the material constants, sinoe

their values vary with the direction of the coordinate axes.

Application of the theory of invariants to the transforma-

tion of the above linear forms, and assumption of the exis-

tence of a homogeneous quadratic function of potential energy,

permits a further reduction of the number of the coefficients

at.kl ; thus, for a body of the most general anisotropy

/triclinic structure/ there exist 21 independent coefficients.

The quantities d- entering into /5»2/, called the coeffi -

cients of linear thermal expansion, oonsitute a symmetric

tensor, i.e. <£. stL.* .

Symmetry implies simpler structures. Thus, for a monoolinio

structure, we have 1J coefficients, for orthorhombio 9, for

hexagonal 5, for cubic J ; finally, for an isotropio mate-

rial, there exist two independent elastic compliance oon-

stants.

Solving /5«2/ with respect to &•• , we obtain
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where

The quantities A ^ are called the stiffness constants .

Introducing /!?•'+/ into the equations of motion

and expressing the deformations in terms of the displace

ments by means of the relations

we obtain after a rearrangement the following displacement

equations

or
..IU.) v/iy T.j « 0

where L.. are certain linear second-order differential

operators of the spatial variables and time.

The solutions of /5»7/ can be represented in the form of a

sum where the first component U. satisfies the non-homo-

geneous system /5.7.1/ and the second component H; the

homogeneoiis system

L;^U.V=0. /5.8/

The 5- can bo represented in terns of three functions

X; U*4,l.i) which satisfy the homogeneous equation
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y . - 0 t-j*4'1'* /5.9/

They oan be regai-ded as Galerkin funotions generalized to

the case of anisotropic bodies.

Although it is possible to obtain a formal solution of the

system of equations /5.1/ • 75.7/ by applying the quadruple

Fourier integral transformation, it has not been possible

so far to obtain solutions in a form which is suitable for

the evaluation of a three-dimensional problem with either

general or orthogonal anisotropy /orthobropy/ Z~41 _7 •

The displacement equations for a medium with an arbitrary

curvilinear orthotropy have been derived and examined in

the paper by J.Nowinski, W.Olszak and W.Urbanowski /~*±2 J\

these authors solved three examples, the first of which re-

lates to a nonunifornOy heated thiok-walled cylinder of cy-

lindrical orthotropy, the second to an analogous problem

for a disc, and the third to the non-uniform heating of a

spherical shell with spherioal orthotropy.

Interesting investigations on stress free states in aniso-

tropic bodies have been carried out by W.Olszak Z"4j5 J .

He proved that in bodies which deform freely and possess

reotilinear anisotropy only linear temperature distributions

will cauae no stresses. However, in the case of bodies of

curvilinear anisotropy, the compatibility equations repre-

sent much stronger limitations than for bodies of rectili-

near anisotropy. For instance, for bodies of spherical or-
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thotropy, only a constant distribution of temperature pro-

duces no stress, while for bodies of spherical orthotropy

any non-vanishing temperature field induces a state of

stress.

Among three-dimensional problems, the problems of stationa-

ry and quasi-static thermal stresses in bodies of transverse

orthotropy have been treated in greatest detail. Thus ,

B.Sharma Z"44 J investigated thermal stresses due to the

heating of a plane bounding an elastic half-space; he arr i-

ved at a solution by introduction of two stress functions

which satisfy second order differential aquation. A diffe-

rent method was devised by Z. Mossakowska and W. Nowacki

Z~45 J who introduced three functions to thermoelaatic

problems in anisotropic bodies. The problem was solved and

closed expressions derived far the thermal stresses produ-

ced by heat sources in an infinite elastic space and an

elastic half-spaoe, for various statio and thermal boundary

conditions. Similar solutions were given in the case of the

effeot of nucleus of thermoelastio strain. The cases of

Stationary heating of an elastic half-space and a layer

were also examined. Further, i t was proved that the stresses

with a vector perpendicular to the plane bounding a semi-

space do not vanish, which was the case in the problem of

E.Sternberg and E.L.MacDowell /"46 / , but tend to zero as

the transverse isotropy passes into isotropy. Finally, solu-

tions were given for a few quasi-ctatic problems relating
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to the effect of instantaneous heat sources in an elastic

space and half-space. A number of problems on axisymmetric

thermal stresses in a Bemi-space of transverse isotropy were

solved by A.Singh C'47 J who employed rwo displacement

functions.

Two-dimensional problems have been dealt with fairly exten-

sively. Thus, W.H.Pell /"48 7 examined the problem of simul-

taneous bending and compression of an anisotropic plate.pro-

duced by a staionary temperature field varying linearly with

the thickness of the plate; in particular, he investigated

±n detail the circular plate.

J.Mossakowslci Z"̂ 9 7 applied the complex variable method to

derive a number of solutions for the effect of a heat source

in a semi-Infinite disc of isogonal anisotropy. It is conve-

nient here to introduce a stress function analogous to the

Airy function in isotx'opio discs C'jftJ . A method of solu-

tion for orthotropic discs which uses a function of the Airy

type /~50 7 and. displacement functions has been presented for

static and dynamic problems /~51 J . Some static and quasi-

static problems were solved by C.I.Bor* C5* J •*• Z"55 7.

The only dynamic problem solved so far is the problem of the

determination of the stresses in an anisotropic half-space,

when in a plane parallel to the boundary X4
SQ there acts

a plane non-stationary heat source. The temperature field,

the stresses and the displacements depend only on the variab-

les xv and t Z~5>2 7,
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6. Thermal stresses in isotropic non-homogeneous bodies

Another field of elasticity undergoing a rapid development

is by the theory of elasticity of isotropic non-homogene-

ous bodies. The non-homogeneity is understood in the mac-

roscopic sense. The mechanical quantities - the elasticity

moduli E,G Poisson's ratio V and the density (5 , are

functions of position. In general, they will vary conti-

nuously, in the particular oase of pieoewise variability

we are faced with a layered medium.

The first papers dealing with non-homogeneous media were

concerned with the propagation of elastic waves in prob -

lems of seismology Z~56 J • Z~61_/. /The earth's crust

has density and mechanical properties which vary with

depth/. The statio problems of the elasticity of non-homo-

geneous media became the subject of investigation by nume-

rous authors /* 62 J * f 64 ] and of a Symposium held by

IDTAM in Warsaw in 1958.

Iiet us consider a non-homogeneous body in which both the

mechanical and thermal properties are functions of position

but are independent of time and temperature; the variabi-

lity of these quantities is due to technological processes

during manufacture /conorete, iron, casting, etc./. The

stress-strain relations have the form
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where the quantities u.,\Tf •= i ^ ' V ^ u ^ ,Xf are l" unctions of

position, i.e. they depend on the coordinates / *{, / .

Introducing /6.1/ into the eqiiafcions of motion

^.j ̂ i *^i /6.2/

and expressing the deformations by the displacements, we

arrive at the displacement equations

which can be writ ten in vector form

!*¥*% -u. qrad diir u - Z(qrti4u.)(dL\rvt)*-

v 2. l<jro.d̂ M. • y) v orad [ ( X + I M ) <UV U ] 4- F- orad ( |T)« g ii

where ({ is the deformation tensor. The heat conduction

equation takes the form

(*'T.hU-*O"--W /6.5/

where A denotes the coefficient of heat conduction.

The displacement equations /G.3/t and the heat conduction

e uation /6.5/ are linear equations with variable ooeffl -

cients; the latter is mainly responsible for t;he mathema-

tical difficulties, whence only in very few edses it is

possible to obtain solutions in terms of known functions .

Apparently investigations concerning non-homogeneous bo -

dies will aim at seeking approximate solution*!, on the ba-

sis of variational and orthogonalization methods.



It is evident that the general principles of d'Alembert ,

Hamilton and Castlgliano remain valid for non-homogeneous

bodies, where the quantities .w,X,xt>X are to be regarded

as variable.

In recent years, in view of the wide use of structural ele-

ments subject to elevated temperatures, a new type of inves-

tigations has arisen, in which the influence of the tempera-

ture on the meohanical and thermal properties of a body is

taken into account. The body becomes non-homogeneous owing

to the presence of the temperature field; hence, its pro-

perties depend on the position. In this case the relations

are replaced by

where tho quantities X,u.,x depend on the temperature,i.e.

Introducing the stresses into the equilibrium equations in

the case of the stationary problem we arrive at the system

of equations /6«3/ in whioh the inertia terms have been

neglected. Moreover, we have

<l t>T 3*: ' »• "

and

Finally the equation of heat conduction is noa-llncar
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[A' lT)T J h ] f c - - W . / 6 . 7 /

Kote that, If we introduce the auxiliary function

/ 6 ' 8 /

we can transform /4-.S/ to the form

, VO= const.

Solving this equation we obtain the temperature field in the

inplicite form /6.8/.

In the case under consideration the principal difficulty

oouatiets In the solution of the heat conduction equation

/6.7A Knowing the temperature field and the dependence of

the coefficients u, X, rft , on the temperature and henoe also

on the position, we have to solve the displacement equations

which are linear partial differential equations with variable

coefficients. In view of the existing difficulties in solving

these equations it is necessary to introduce a number of sim-

plifications. For instance, it may be assumed that Poisson's

ratio is constant, or one may set 1* \ll i,e. regard the

body as incompressible. A further simplification replaces

the thermal extension e"s j^^) &y) by its mean

value 6° * A* T .

So far, only a few one-dimensional oases have been solved

/&5 J * /~ 70 J , which coicem mainly the states of stress in

a ciroular disc, in a hollow cylinder and hollow sphere.



Under the assumption of the independence of •P on the tem-

perature and the mean value or the thermal expansion we have

the following displacement equations:

a/ for a plane state of stress end axiBymmetric tempe-

rature field

b/ for a plane state of strain

9

0/ for spherically symmetrical problems

3
< - • *

It follows from the above equations that the assumption

V*^/i leads to a considerable simplification, because in

this case the right-hand, sides of /6.11/ and /6.12/ vanish.

This faot, obviously, greatly simplifies tits solution of the

equations.

J.Nowinaki /"66 J examined the thermal stresses in a thiok-
-RT

walled aylinder under the assumption that E(T} * Eo fc'

or ElO-tE^Xr . S.A.Shesterikov making the same assum-

ption investigated thermal stresses in a disc. In another

paper J.Nowinski £'71 J considered the state of stress in a
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full sphere and in a hollow sphere in whioh -J • k/% and

. he obtained the solution in a closed
O

form.

It follows from the numerical example in whioh <*t>E, ~K vary-

linearly with T that the thermal stresses G ^ , (>(.„ are

nearly equal to the stresses <a ( 6 determined on the

basis of the mean values of at varying along the thickness

of the sphere.

R.Trostel in the above quoted papers assumes that V»

henoe it is possible to solve /6.11/ exactly. In his next

paper, he presents a perturbation method for the solution of

the displacement equations, making the assumption that the

modulus E varies slowly with T ,

where t is a small parameter. Using the perturbation

method, B.Trostel solved the problem of thermal stresses in

a thick-walled pipe in which 4-cowst *^/l and ^(T). <«ct(T)

are linear functions, while E(T) is a quadratio function

of the temperature. M.Sokolowski /T?0 J investigated the

thermal stresses in an infinite cylinder and in a phere due

to heating of the outer surface and heat sources, assuming

that •* e const, and that the derivatives of E with res-

pect to the radius are so small that it is admissible to
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disregard the right-hand sides of equations /6.10/ • /6.12/.

The attention io focused on considering the variability of

the conduction coefficient /\'(T) and on establishing rules

of behaviour of the thermal stresses in terms of the nature

of variability of X'CO and the direction of the heat flow.

There is no difficulty in extending the d'Alembert and Ha-

milton principles to bodies in which the non-homogeneity

is due to elevated temperatures; it should only be borne

in mind that the quantities M, ̂  depend on the temperature •

The Betti-Rayleigh reciprocal theorem has been generalized

to the case of elastic bodies with temperature dependent

properties by J.Nowinski Z~72 7> In order to apply this

theorem to thermoelastic problems involving temperature-

dependent properties, a related elastic problem for an

"inherently" non-homogeneous body must first be solved.

Betti's reciprocal theorem has the form

where the displacements u-t are produoed by the foroes n.' ,

F. in a non-homogeneous body in which T • 0 » while the

displacements u- are due to the action of the foroes bt ,

F and the temperature field in the same non-homogeneous

body, A U° denotes the sum of normal stresses produced by

the foroes *>• , F- . For instance the thermoelastic displa-

cement in a body V is given by the general formula
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u.Ur) ̂  dV\ oc(T) dt-A'

in which the sum of the stresses A'(*.fXr) has to be found

from the solution of the classical problem Tor a non-homo-

geneous body subject to a concentrated uniform force at the

point 4 of Y in the direction of the X^ axis.
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